trial outcome data showing efficacy across a range of malignancies previously thought to be resistant to immune modulation. This reflects the work of at least two decades and the unravelling of complex regulatory pathways involved in the immune responses to cancer. Specifically, there has been a great deal of progress in our understanding of how T cell activation is controlled through "immune checkpoints" for the generation of adaptive immune responses to malignancy, and of inhibiting these interactions to achieve significant and clinically meaningful antitumour effects [1, 2] . Currently (July 2015), the largest group of immunotherapy trials of the total of >250 registered at clinicaltrials. gov are of checkpoint inhibitors. The result to date is rapid clinical evaluation of inhibition of three molecules in particular: cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen-4 (CTLA-4), programmed death-1 (PD-1) and programmed death ligand-1 (PD-L1). The clinical development of the first of these, the anti-CTLA-4 antibody ipilimumab, has posed considerable challenges, both in terms of understanding its mode of action, new nomenclature for many oncologists, identifying optimal dose and scheduling as well as introducing a new spectrum of toxicities in the clinic, some of which may be fatal. These issues have been addressed by educational programs and also the development of risk management algorithms. Thankfully, the anti-PD-1 agents appear to have lower toxicity profiles with lower rates of posttreatment interventions and hospital admissions (reviewed in [3, 4] ). The hypothetical synergy between combining anti-CTLA-4 therapy (targeting initiation of the immune response) and anti-PD-1 (targeting the effector phase) has been borne out by increased objective clinical responses but at the expense of increased toxicity and potentially prohibitive drug costs [5] . Combined with a large number of possible further targets at the immune checkpoint level, , and CD244) and agonistic (4-1BB, OX40 ligand), there would appear to be huge potential for further progress. Arguably, the most significant progress this year, as manifest at the 2015 ASCO Annual Meeting in Chicago has been with anti-PD-1 targeting, reflecting the large number of agents developed against this molecule relative to CTLA-4. Tumours include renal, melanoma, liver, bladder, ovarian, and head and neck, and colorectal cancers, but perhaps the most significant findings have been in non-smallcell lung cancer (NSCLC) where the agent nivolumab was compared in a randomised phase III study to standard-of-care docetaxel chemotherapy and found to deliver increased progression-free and overall survival. This was a large trial of nearly 300 advanced non-squamous NSCLC patients in each arm in which higher expression of PD-L1 was found to be associated with better clinical responses (L Paz-Ares, Seville, Spain). The objective responses have been impressive in traditionally refractory cancers such as lung. However, puzzlingly, and unlike in melanoma, there appears to be a ceiling of response at around 30 % with evidence of median duration of response of around 18 months (SJ Antonia, Tampa, FL). Clearly, predictive biomarkers would be of enormous value, but histological assessment of PD-L1 expression in routine pathology is fraught with difficulty related to the different antibodies used and the heterogeneity of ligand expression in the tumour and infiltrating cells (SN Gettinger, New Haven, CT). Even if PD-L1+ tumours are more likely to respond, there may be no difference in PFS (in melanoma; H. Kluger, New Haven, CT). Nonetheless, the main question posed here was whether checkpoint inhibitors will be the new standard of care for NSCLC, answered with a resounding "yes" even with imperfect predictive biomarkers. The next question was then whether such treatments can be moved out of specialised care facilities into the community. Here again, the answer seems to be "yes" according to the early results of a study on over 800 patients treated with PD-1 blockade (MD Hellmann, New York, NY). Significantly, the evolution of these agents has not resulted in the identification of robust predictive biomarkers [6] . This is important in view of the potential toxicities these agents may induce, the limited proportion of patients they may benefit as well as the high costs. Selection of patients most likely to benefit from anti-PD-1 treatment is currently centred on the expression of the ligand, PD-L1, on tumour cells and infiltrating T cells in pre-treatment tissue. The landmark phase 1 study showed a high likelihood of response to anti-PD-1 if tissue biopsies expressed PD-L1 [7] . However, it has been difficult to use this form of tissue biomarker operationally as there is variability of read-out using different antibodies and the lack of true consensus regarding the threshold percentage positivity which would be deemed to be positive. This is currently set at 1 %, and is also further limited by paucity of tissue to assess as this may be a small core biopsy.
With the impressive clinical data in some patients, there is a need for further reflection as to the mechanisms underlying these responses and biomarkers correlating with them. Anti-CTLA-4 treatment improves the survival of patients with advanced-stage melanoma. However, although ipilimumab is now an approved treatment for patients with metastatic disease, it remains unclear exactly how it boosts tumour-specific T cell activity. Recently, it was shown that in melanoma patients anti-CTLA-4 treatment induced a significant number of newly detected T cell responses, but only infrequently boosted pre-existing immune responses. This provides strong evidence for anti-CTLA-4 therapy-enhanced T cell priming as a component of the clinical mode of action [8] . Furthermore, patients who derive a long-term benefit from ipilimumab appear to generate a neoantigen landscape that is specifically present in tumours with a strong response to CTLA-4 blockade (JD Wolchock, New York, NY). In addition, the determinants of response to PD-1 blockade appear to be shaped by the genomic alterations in tumour cells. Wholeexome sequencing of NSCLCs treated with pembrolizumab has shown that higher nonsynonymous mutation burdens in tumours were associated with improved objective responses, durable clinical benefit, and improved PFS. Efficacy also correlates with smoking-induced molecular signatures, higher neoantigen burden due to mutations and DNA repair pathway mutations [9] . Significantly, in colorectal cancer (CRC), observations that somatic mutations due to mismatch-repair (MMR) defects have the potential to encode "non-self" immunogenic antigens suggest that they may be more susceptible to immune checkpoint blockade. Thus, DT Le (Baltimore, MD) compared 25 CRC patients with MMR defects to 25 without, and found significantly better 20-week PFS in the former under treatment with pembrolizumab. This was associated with an absence of TIL in the MMR-proficient patients and relatively low levels of PD-L1 expression, but abundant infiltrating cells in the MMR-deficient patients. Thus, MMR deficiency could be a predictive marker of responses to PD-1 blockade. However, only 4-5 % of all tumours seem to manifest MMR deficiencies, so the fraction of patients that could be treated on the basis of this as a marker would be very low [10] .
Although checkpoint inhibition results in impressive responses, these do not extend to the majority of patients and may be of quite limited duration. There is huge potential for synergy with existing cancer therapies which are capable of immune activation, as well as combined immunotherapies including the first licensed such agent, IL 2. This was illustrated by the report of abscopal effects in late-stage melanoma patients treated with intratumoral ipilimumab and IL 2 (C Bowen, Salt Lake City, UT). These combinations can be usefully classified into (1) modalities that enhance antigen presentation, such as radiation, cryotherapy, chemotherapy, targeted agents, vaccines, tolllike receptor (TLR) agonists, type I interferon and oncolytic viruses; (2) additional agents aiming to reverse T cell dysfunction, such as other immune checkpoint inhibitors; and (3) agents targeting other immune inhibitory mechanisms, such as inhibitors of indoleamine dioxygenase (IDO), regulatory T cells and myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs). For example, in the latter case, data were presented on the importance of MDSCs in predicting responses to nivolimumab in late-stage melanoma patients who had failed ipilimumab treatment (J Weber, Tampa, FL). This study of 126 patients revealed that MDSCs suppressed their T cell reactivity in vitro, which could be overcome by PD-1 blockade. Low levels of PD-L1 and Tim3 expression by the MDSCs correlated with responses and may have contributed to the clinical efficacy seen in this study. Ipilimumab itself may also act partly via its effects on MDSCs [11] . Both MDSCs and Tregs have been implicated in limiting anti-cancer immune responses in many contexts and are likely to be both predictive biomarkers as well as potential therapeutic targets [12] . Oncolytic viruses are emerging as ideal partners for checkpoint inhibitors through their induction of immunogenic tumour cell death. Their association with pro-inflammatory cytokine responses and importantly the induction of PD-L1 in both T cells and tumour cells through the expression of interferon γ. Already, a phase III intratumoral herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1) study in metastatic melanoma has shown evidence of local immunogenicity, immune priming and abscopal effects in visceral metastases [13] . Combination of the same virus with ipilimumab is already underway, with evidence of marked synergy and high objective anti-tumour responses (A Ribas, Los Angeles, CA). There is a large number of oncolytic viruses in clinical development, both wild-type and those armed with immunostimulatory transgenes and virus-expressing libraries providing unique opportunities for disease-specific combinations. This is a truly revolutionary time for cancer immunotherapy where we can now finally discuss radiological response and improved patient survival. Furthermore, responses have been observed even after initial responses followed by progression with one checkpoint inhibitor on switching to another. This suggests multiple opportunities for targeting based on the numerous molecules involved in T cell costimulation, either sequentially or contemporaneously. The second wave of this revolution has to include improvement in tissue and circulating biomarkers. Much information has been derived from the former, by examining tumourinfiltrating immune cells and establishing risk profiles [e.g. 14] or gene expression profiles in whole tumour biopsies or resected specimens (A Ribas, Los Angeles, CA), but sequential patient monitoring over the long-term would be more efficiently and cost-effectively accomplished by employing peripheral blood as an easily obtainable source. This raises many questions of its own concerning harmonisation and standardisation of assays to be employed, but these issues are under intensive investigation cooperatively in many centres [e.g. 15, 16] . This will allow more rapid development through patient selection, reduction in toxicity and make this form of cancer treatment more cost-effective.
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